
 

CONSTRUCTION:   note that Boplate ends, 
buffer heads, buffer guide struts & brakelevers 
are on the small sprues. Buffer heads, tanks 
and other small underframe parts on the body 
sprues are for the BPA, and are not required 
for this kit.
Floor/sides: Begin by butt jointing the two 
halves of the floor (arrows underneath mark 
inner end), and the centre floor piece together. 
Do this with the 3 pieces upside down. 
Then join the 3 parts of the sides together. 
Repeat for other side. Ensure that side 
assemblies are straight. Leave floor & sides to 
set, and assemble the bogies.
Bogies:  12mm 3-hole wheels & bearings are required for these bogies. Fit the 
bearings from the inside, (this is  easier if a drop of solvent is put in the holes in 
the frame), and add the wheels by putting one axle into a bearing and gently 
spreading the frames so that the other end can be put into its bearing. 
The bearings can be adjusted by moving them in or out to give the best running of 
the wheels. Fit the axleboxes (from the truss sprue — the bottom is attached to 
the sprue) onto the bearings. Put screws through bolsters from the side with 4 
pegs, place the bogie on the bolster & add the nut. Hornby or Bachmann 
couplings can be fitted by adding the adaptor plates to the outer pegs on the 
underside of the bogie centre extension and ataching the coupling to the adaptor.
Body: fit the ends — with equal overhang each side. Fit the two side assemblies 
to the floor. There are small pips on the back of the sides that rest on the top 
edge of the floor, and the ends of the sides should rest against the edge of the 
ends (i.e. not in between the ends). 
Underframe: remove the solebars carefully from the sprue and fit on the 
underside of the floor — the solebars fit  against the ribs on the floor and outside 
the vertical ribs on the back of the headstocks. Add the two centre trusses (plain 
sides inwards) between the gaps in the floor centre piece & against the ribs on 
the floor halves. 
Ensure that they are in line with the solebar trusses by checking with a steel rule 
against the vertical part (kingpost) of the the trusses; also make certain that all 
four trusses are upright. Stand the wagon on end & fit the crossbar (from the truss 
sprue) at the bottom of the trusses. Turn the wagon onto the other end & fit the 
other crossbar.
Add the buffer guide side pieces from the edge of the base plate on the headstock 
to the outer end of the guides (see diagram). The end nearest the main sprue is 
the base plate end and the small rib goes on the inside. Fit the buffer heads. Fit 
the two spacers to the floor (see floor diagram top right) and add the bogies. 
Brake Gear: the brakelevers fit on the right-hand diagonals of the solebar truss, 
so that the left-hand side is just to the left of  the door banger on the solebar. The 
shunters’ pole leverage rack fts to the truss on the right of the brakelever guard 
(see diagram).
Painting:    Sides / Ends including buffer guides: BR Wagon Grey. 
Underframe, brakelevers and bogies: black. later “chocolate brown”. Weathered 
wood floor, but might have been grey originally; light grey inside of ends and 
sides. Numbers were B947175 - B947859.  Two wagons were built for the S & T 
Dept. and coded “Whelk”, Nos. DB997400-401. The numbers were on the lower 
door plank at the left-hand end, just to the right of the hinge/doorbumper. The 
load “42t” or “42.5t” was above the number (but sometimes to the left of it), with 
the tare (c. 19T) to the right (19.300kg). These were both  on a black patch. 
“BOPLATE-E” or TOPS codes if applied ( BPO, or YNO for Dept. wagons) to 
right of second hinge (X), usually on the bottom plank, on black patches. Pre-
TOPS the tare would have been at the RH end on a black patch. Later, 
maintenance data panels were this end. Transfers for these wagons are available 
from  Cambridge  Custom 
Transfers.  There are numerousphotos on Paul Bartlett’s web site : 

British Railways “Boplate E” Bogie Plate Wagon
Prototype:  these wagons were a development of the LMS & LNER bogie plate wagons. The first 75 wagons had diamond 
framed bogies and the shallower trusses of the LNER diagram This kit is for the majority of the D1/490 type, which had 
LNER style buffers, with LMS style “Simplex” brake levers.To add to the mixture most had the BR version of the GWR 
plate bogie. Later versions (D1/492 & 492 had plate bogies with roller bearings or Gloucester cast bogies. Most unfitted 
wagons had been withdrawn by 1981, although some remained in Departmental use for a few years longer. In 1980/81 a total 
of  80 had new Y25 bogies fitted with air brakes. The body remained unchanged except for the Railfreight red livery. They 
were given the TOPS code “BPA”. (Our Kit ref. C26) 

References: BR Wagons Vol 1, page 134 and Plate 136 p.135 (OPC); Rolling Stock Recognition 2, page 10 (Ian Allan).
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